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Is Alcoholics Anonymous a cultWhy the question and why does it matterThe fear that Alcoholics
Anonymous has some sort of cultic element has been around pretty much since its early days.At
the heart of this issue lies a massive gulf between how AA is meant to operate, and how it
actually functions in practice.In theory, Alcoholics Anonymous represents itself as a body of
experience, with that experience being represented in its literature, and practised through its
membership, and AA groups.Again in theory, people are free to go to AA meetings and read the
AA literature, and use both in any way that they find helpful.In practice, whilst both the above
elements or true, a lot of people in AA tend to have an almost obsessive need to try and control
other peoples interpretation of what the literature means and what people should or should not
do in order to stay sober.The reality of this type of control gives credibility to what is essentially a
cult dynamic that can exist in AA groups and in AA sponsorship. It is this issue of a cult dynamic
that is actually more important than a theoretical debate about AA and cults.Why does it matter ?
It matters because both AA and cults are about control. Where they merge in AA is the melting
pot for both recovery and destruction. What makes the question an imperative, is the seeming
inability of Alcoholics Anonymous as a whole, and a lot of people in it, to seriously own and
address this issue.At the same time, the need for models of recovery in terms of alcoholism, and
addiction generally, is becoming clearer at an alarming rate.Alcoholics Anonymous can make a
valuable contribution to this process, but in so doing also brings with it the baggage of a
destructive element of its reality.Failure to address this not only damages a huge number of
people, but also sows the seeds for people to legitimately walk away from it, and in so doing to
deprive themselves of what may be the only opportunity they have to keep themselves alive.



AA - Cult or Cure ?Peter MainCOPYRIGHT @2018 - PETER MAIN ALL RIGHTS
RESERVEDABOUT ….....This is a book about control and where recovery and the cult dynamic
mix, largely in the context of 12 Step Recovery, although hopefully helpful to anyone.I have kept
the focus on Alcoholic Anonymous (AA) simply because it is the original and largest 12 Step
Fellowship, but the points raised in the book can apply equally to most, if not all the other Twelve
Step Fellowships that exist.REVIEWIf you find any of this book helpful, please consider leaving a
quick review on Ebook Library. It really helps future sales, thanks.OTHER BOOKSTABLE OF
CONTENTSINTRODUCTION - WHY THE QUESTIONTHE IRONY OF INVENTORYAA - CULT
OR CUREWHAT IS A CULT DYNAMICSTEP THREE – MADE A DECISION …THE NEED TO
CONTROLENMESHED FAMILIESSTEP ONE – POWERLESS NOT HELPLESSTAKE WHAT
YOU LIKE …..MOURINHOMAKING A LISTAA AND SPONSORSHIPTHE NATURE OF
CONTROLALTERED ATTITUDESLET GO AND LET GODLET IT BEGIN WITH MELEARNING
TO TRUST YOURSELFSUMMARYQUESTIONSINTRODUCTION - WHY THE QUESTION“ One
believes things because one has been conditioned to believe them”Aldous Huxley, Brave New
WorldA few months back I was browsing through one of the major discussion forums on 12 step
recovery, looking to see what topics were most talked about.One thread had literally thousands
of views more than the others, the thread being entitled, is Alcoholics Anonymous a cult ?Out of
interest, I started to browse through the various entries and very quickly realised that they fell
into two different categories.One category was active AA members who were incredibly
defensive about any notion of AA being a cult or cultish, and the rest were people who were
highly critical of AA, either through experience or ideology.Getting to the end of the thread there
was a note from the moderator of the forum, saying that the thread was now closed. This was
surprising as it had only been active for a few weeks, and normally threads in any forum are left
open, either forever or for a good few years at least.Out of interest I e-mailed the moderator
asking why the thread had been closed. His reply was essentially that the thread was generating
considerable conflict, by which he meant disagreement, and that was not the purpose of the
forum.It struck me that the thread itself, and the moderators attitude, symbolised a core problem
at the heart of AA, and 12-step recovery generally – the need for people to have the freedom to
be themselves, and express themselves accordingly.The need to be able to be yourself is
central to recovery, and is possibly the most important aspect to staying sober long term.At the
same time it can also be the hardest thing to do in AA, as a number of people take any
questioning or challenging of issues in AA as a threat their sobriety, and get incredibly defensive
and bullying towards those they percieve as wreckers.THE IRONY OF INVENTORYThis
problem is often posed as a question, normally, is AA a cult, whereas in fact the issue is really
about control and how that is managed within Alcoholics Anonymous and all 12 step
programs.People often see any attempt to discuss this question as a threat to AA, and attempt
to block it, either through some form of bullying, or implying that any discussion is essentially a



criticism, and therefore a threat to the unity of AA.This is really sad, because it means that there
is no real debate about this problem, which is fairly central to recovery, and any attempt to have
such a debate tends to get shut down. This happens in real life, as well as online, and tends to
polarise opinion about AA, both within and outside it.Having the freedom to debate things,
question and challenge attitudes and beliefs is inherently a healthy thing, as long as it is done in
a safe and protective environment.Without that freedom to question, then fundamentalism really
does take over, leading inevitably to a much harsher fellowship, and dividing people rather than
bringing them together.AA – CULT OR CUREPeople sometimes raise this question as a fear
they had before attending AA meetings, and in recovery either jokingly dismisses it, or seem to
embrace the sense of certainty that being controlled can sometimes bring with it.Other people
leave Alcoholics Anonymous altogether, and often cite reasons relating to the fact that they felt
AA had been very cultish, either by way of how groups operated, how sponsorship worked, or
how the general feeling was one of people being forced to do a number of things against their
will, or risk being rejected by their AA group or sponsor.Trying to answer this question at all,
normally leads people into one of the two categories mentioned above, as either being
incredibly defensive, or fairly hostile to AA as a whole.In truth the question is slightly more
complex than at first seems to be the case, and needs a small amount of unpicking.
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